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Review: Attention-based Ensemble for Deep Metric Learning

Compositional Learning of Image-Text Query for Image Retrieval, WACV 2021

Use multiple models to obtain better performance

- Apply Attention for high-performance
- Propose Divergence Loss for model diversity



Review: Style Normalization and Restitution for 
Generalizable Person Re-identification
Residual feature R : Difference between original and style normalized feature

Restituting it into identity-relevant(+) and identity-irrelevant feature(-)

Dual casualty loss = Clarification loss + destruction loss



Motivation & Background



Background

Composed Query image retrieval

● Query image + text(requested modification)

Previous methods

● Usually consider the image as a whole



Motivation

Modification text usually refers to one or more “entities”

- entities: image that should be changed

Prior works: consider an image as a whole

- processing entire image at once using a CNN

Ours: consider the image as a set of local semantic entities



Represents the image using a set of local areas

Explicitly establish relationship between each word(in the modification text) and 
each area in the image

Approach

Make middle-left small gray object large

Text
(Modification)

Image
(Local area parts)

correlate



Method

1. Extracts the features for a set of local areas in the images
○ Each of these local regions = “entity”

2. Set of features and modification text processed using separate branches with 
Self-attention layers

3. Cross-modal module learns a joint representation of the query image
and the modification text

○ By leveraging attention mechanism to correlate each word to each entity in the image

representation feature
G.T image

joint representation feature
reference image + text Compare

reference image modification text ground truth image
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Related works

Self attention matrix level



Divide the image into locally bounded entities and process image at region level

1. Region Visual Features
a. Using Faster R-CNN(pre-trained): extract K regions
b. Each regions is represented as CNN feature vectors

2. Region Positional Features
a. Composed queries contain positional words(e.g. replace the oval right to circle with …)
b. Represent layout image(spatial relationships between different objects(region) in the image)
c. Calculate positional feature vector(normalized information of the i-th region)

1. Image Representation with Locally Bounded Features

extract
 K regions

CNN

Region 
Visual Features

Region 
Positional Features

SA

Pooling
VEP



Divide the image into locally bounded entities and process image at region level

3. Image Representation
a. Average visual and positional features for every region
b. VEP: Self-attention based multi-layer visual embedding processing module

i. C1 is the input to first layer of VEP
ii. Get final feature representation of the image

c. Output of the last layer of VEP is used as image representation

1. Image Representation with Locally Bounded Features

extract
 K regions

CNN

Region 
Visual Features

Region 
Positional Features

SA

Pooling
VEP



2. Modification Text Features

Process composed query sentence M which is a sequence of n words

- Each word mapped to vector by two seperate embedding layers              , 
- Final representation for i-th word in sentence

Initial input to TEP: sequence of word representations 

Similar to visual embedding process

SA

TEP

Make middle-left
small gray object large



3. Feature Fusion

Integrating information from reference image and modification text

- prior(TIRG):  Directly combine feature vector of entire query sentence with
                      feature vector of the entire image → Not effective

Intuition: Incorporate cross-modal attention module to fuse there two modalities

- Linguistically attended visual features
- Visually attended language features
- Jointly representation of composed features



3. Feature Fusion
Linguistically attended visual features Visually attended linguistic features

visual feature

Pooling

linguistic feature

Cross attention Cross attention

Softmax Softmax
Q     K     V Q     K     V

Self attention Self attention

Softmax Softmax

Q     K     V Q     K     V

Linear Linear

T0

TL



4. Similarity Learning

Task: Learn the model parameters

Loss function

- Soft triplet loss
- Batch classification loss



Experiment and Result

Fashion-200k

Outperform other baseline

Better results when K = 36(big) than K = 18(small)

- K = region proposal for each image



Experiment and Result

MIT States & CSS

MIT States CSS



Qualitative Examples

MIT
States

Fashion
-200k

CSS



Conclusion

Represent input image as a set of local regions(entities)

Learn a bidirectional correlation between the words in the modification text


